An analytic model for the dynamics of fast ignition is developed for the case in which the particle beam heats the fuel by generating a supersonic heat wave. It shows that the beam energy and intensity required for ignition increase with the particle range R. These results, together with previous ones for the subsonic regime of heating, allow for the determination of an optimum particle range value (RϷ0.25 g/cm 2 ). By decreasing the range below this value the ignition energy no longer decreases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fast ignition has been recently proposed as an alternative to the traditional central ignition concept currently considered in the target design. 1 Although it is still in a rather speculative phase, fast ignition has attracted considerable attention, essentially due to its potential capability to yield a higher energy gain than the central ignition. In such a scheme, the fuel is first ablatively imploded and, at a time close to maximum compression, a hot spot is created by heating a small part of the fuel directly with a particle beam. Because of the small size of a typical hot spot, which is of the order of 100 m, a beam of relativistic electrons appears as the most suitable candidate for triggering fast ignition. Nevertheless, a couple of simulation studies have considered a 15 GeV Bi ion beam of range Rϭ0.6 g/cm 2 . 2, 3 Regardless of the feasibility of using heavy ion beams for the generation of a hot spot, those investigations are relevant for understanding the fast ignition physics. Indeed, it only depends on the fuel density 0 and on the parameters that characterize the beam, namely, the beam focal spot r 0 , intensity S 0 and energy E 0 , and the particle range R.
Apart from the previous studies in which the beam energy and intensity required for ignition were addressed for a particle range Rϭ0.6 g/cm 2 , no further attempt has been made for understanding the scaling laws that rule the fast ignition dynamics. In fact, most of the work following the proposal by Tabak et al. 1 have dealt with the problem of the beam propagation through the ablative corona surrounding the compressed fuel. [4] [5] [6] In spite of the fact that this is clearly a very important issue for fast ignition, it is also of interest to assess the dependence of the ignition energy and the beam intensity on the particle range. We have recently shown that, for a given range Rу0.2Ϫ0.3 g/cm 2 , the ignition energy is a minimum when the fuel heating proceeds subsonically. 7 Besides, we have found that this minimum energy E 0m decreases with the range as E 0m ϰR 2 . However, for a range R р0.25 g/cm 2 , the heating process becomes supersonic and the model developed in Ref. 7 breaks. Thus, it remains a concern regarding the behavior of fast ignition for relatively small values of the range. In particular, it is of interest to analyze the possible existence of a lower limit for the particle range below which the ignition energy cannot be further reduced.
In order to set the existence of such an optimum range, the supersonic regime of heating has to be studied. In this work we present an analytic model for the ignition of a precompressed fuel that is supersonically heated by a particle beam. We see that, for a range RϾ0.25 g/cm 2 , the energy and intensity for ignition are higher than those required in the case of subsonic fuel heating, in agreement with the conclusions of Ref. 7 . Besides, the minimum ignition energy E 0m and intensity S 0m increase with the range as E 0m ϰR 4 and S 0m ϰR 2 , respectively. The minimum values are achieved when the fuel is heated in a regime marginally sonic, for which the particle range is RϷ0.25 g/cm 2 . For a range shorter than such a value, the ignition energy becomes independent of R and, then, it no longer decreases. Instead, by reducing the range below Rϭ0.25 g/cm 2 , the beam intensity S 0m increases again approximately as S 0m ϰR Ϫ2 . Therefore, optimum conditions for fast ignition are found to occur for RϷ0.25 g/cm 2 when the fuel is heated in a sonic regime.
II. IGNITION MODEL FOR A SUPERSONICALLY HEATED FUEL
We consider a precompressed deuterium-tritium ͑DT͒ fuel of density 0 , which is driven to ignition by directly heating it with a particle beam of focal spot r 0 , particle range R and beam intensity S 0 , so that the fuel heating proceeds in a supersonic regime. That is, a supersonic thermal wave is launched from the region directly irradiated by the particle beam and it heats the surrounding matter. In these circumstances, no change in the fuel density takes place during the heating ( ϭ 0 ). As in previous models, 8 we assume that ignition will be achieved if, at the end of the beam power pulse, the number of fusion reactions is so high that the power deposited into the fuel by the alpha particles is able to sustain the fuel temperature. Therefore, the volumetric rate of heating by alpha particles w ␣ must compensate for the energy loss from the hot spot: 7, 8 .
͑2͒
Here 0 is in g/cm 3 , and the Maxwellian average reactivity ϽvϾ for DT 9 is in cm 3 /s. Besides, pϭ(2/3) 0 ⑀ is the hot fuel pressure, ⑀ϭ3kT/A DT m p is the specific internal energy, T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, A DT ϭ2.5 is the fuel mass number and m p is the proton mass. The term pٌ.v represents the mechanical work performed as the thermal wave propagates outwards from the region directly heated by the beam. On the other hand, q T is the thermal conduction flux:
͑if the Coulomb logarithm is ln ⌳ϭ5); and w B is the volumetric rate of energy loss by bremsstrahlung emission:
where 0 is in g/cm 3 and ⑀ is in erg/g. If the alpha particles are completely deposited within the hot spot, we can perform an approximate integration of Eq. ͑1͒ over the hot spot volume. Such a volume is demarcated by the position of the heat wave at the ignition time and, therefore, thermal conduction can be neglected in the energy balance. Nevertheless, thermal conduction drives the heat wave and it has to be taken into account for the description of its motion. With these considerations, the integration of Eq. ͑1͒ yields
where we have assumed that the hot spot is a cylinder of radius and length equals to r hs , and v is the velocity of the heat wave at the ignition time. Since it is driven by thermal conduction, we can find a relationship between the heat wave velocity and the fuel temperature by considering that the heat wave motion is governed by a self-regulating mechanism for the characteristic length of the temperature gradient l T ϭ⑀/ٌ͉⑀͉. 7, 10 According to this mechanism, the length l T must be of the order of the heated region size r. We will take l T Ϸr/2 and then, we can write 7, 10 
where ⑀(t) is the instantaneous value of the specific internal energy, and v(t)ϭdr/dt and rϭr(t) are, respectively, the instantaneous velocity and position of the heat wave at a time t before ignition. Using Eq. ͑6͒ when rϭr hs and introducing it into Eq. ͑5͒ we obtain the following ignition condition:
where Hϭ 0 r hs represents the inertial confinement fusion ͑ICF͒ parameter of the hot spot and xϭr hs /r 0 . Actually, the ignition region is limited by the condition that, at ignition, the heat wave velocity v must be larger than the sound velocity cϷ⑀ 1/2 . We can calculate the velocity of the heat wave by considering the self-regulating process expressed by Eq. ͑6͒. Then, in the supersonic regime, we have
2 . ͑8͒
In Fig. 1 we have represented the ignition region delimited by Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑8͒. As can be seen, the minimum requirements correspond to the sonic limit for which H Ϸ0.27 g/cm 2 ϭH m and TϷ13 keVϭT m . This ignition region also determines the energy necessary to reach the ignition:
where mϭ 0 r hs 3 is the hot spot mass and, since ignition takes place for Tу13 keV, we have neglected the energy loss by bremsstrahlung emission. This energy is a minimum just in the sonic limit. Similarly, we can consider that during the heating process, the beam energy is converted into fuel internal energy:
where W 0 ϭr 0 2 S 0 is the beam power and m(t)ϭr 
.
͑11͒
At the ignition time, rϭr hs , 0 rϭ 0 r hs ϭH and ⑀(t)ϭ⑀, and these magnitudes are related through Eq. ͑7͒ ͓with the restriction imposed by Eq. ͑8͔͒. Therefore, the beam intensity S 0 results from Eq. ͑11͒: Notice that in Eq. ͑12͒ the specific internal energy ⑀ of the fuel at ignition is given by Eq. ͑7͒ as an implicit function of x. In Fig. 2 we have represented the intensity needed for ignition as a function of xϭH/R, for different ranges R. It shows that HϾR for any finite value of the beam intensity. This expresses the quite intuitive fact that we cannot ignite a region of size exactly equal to the particle range unless we heat it instantaneously, that is, with an infinite intensity. Besides, we can see that for practically any interesting value of the range R, the minimum intensity S 0m corresponds to an ICF parameter H for which xϭ1.10Ϫ1.15. For this optimum value of x, the ignition temperature, and thus the ignition energy, is determined by the particle range. In Fig. 3 , we have represented the minimum ignition energy E 0m as a function of the range, when the fuel is heated in a supersonic regime. For RϷ0.25 g/cm 2 the sonic limit is achieved and H m ϭ0.27 g/cm 2 and T m ϭ13 keV. For higher values of the range, the minimum energy increases with the range as E 0m ϰR 4 and the minimum intensity increases as S 0m ϰR 2 . For RϽ0.25 g/cm 2 , the beam energy E 0m remains constant and equal to the value corresponding to the sonic limit ͓R Ϸ0.25 g/cm 2 , E 0m (kJ)Ϸ10/ * 2 , * ϭ 0 /(100 g/cm 3 )͔. Instead, the beam intensity S 0m increases again approximately as S 0m ϰR Ϫ2 . For a comparison, we also show in Fig. 3 the results of Ref. 7 for the subsonic regime of heating. We can appreciate some differences for Rϳ0.25 g/cm 2 between the energy given by the supersonic and the subsonic models. In fact, for such a range the heating proceeds in a regime marginally sonic and both models are expected to yield a rough approximation.
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of a relatively simple model for the ignition of a DT fuel mass that is supersonically heated by a particle beam, and from previous results that consider subsonic heating, we can set the existence of an optimum particle range R for triggering fast ignition. We find that such a value is around 0.25 g/cm 2 and it corresponds to a marginally sonic regime of heating. For larger values of R, the ignition requires a higher energy, if the heating proceeds subsonically, and a higher energy and intensity if it proceeds supersonically. For ranges shorter than this optimum value, the ignition can only be achieved in a supersonic regime. In such a case, a higher intensity is necessary, but the beam energy cannot be further reduced.
A more precise value of this optimum range should be assessed by numerical simulations, but the present model shows that a range between 0.2 and 0.3 g/cm 2 may be reasonable. In any case, more important than its exact value is the result that this optimum has to exist and it corresponds to a marginally sonic regime of heating. The existence of this optimum range arises essentially from the requirement that a minimum value of the ICF parameter H m is needed in order to reach ignition. Thus, if the particle beam heats directly a region of smaller size (RϽH m ) the ignition will not occur until the thermal conduction propagates the heating to a region of size H m . Furthermore, ignition will not take place if the minimum energy determined by H m and T m is not transferred to the fuel. Conversely, if RϾH m , a larger hot spot must be created and more energy is needed.
Finally, it may be worth pointing out that the range R ϭ0.6 g/cm 2 has been suggested in Ref. 3 as the optimum value for fast ignition. But it cannot be confirmed by the present study.
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